


At Altos, we have earned a reputation for our 
focus on sustainability. It starts at the distillery 
with the way we produce our tequilas and includes 
everything from sustainable waste management to 
the projects designed to support the health and 
well-being of our entire community through our 

Altos WE CARE programs.

To encourage your professional development, we have even developed guidelines 
for helping you engage in and thrive in the world of social media, a relatively 

new and necessary aspect of our profession.

Digital media offers an exciting new arena for bartending professionals to 
express their unique identities and expand their visibility. We understand that 
it takes a bit of practice to find your true vision and learn how to voice it 

effectively on social media platforms.

You already know how to cultivate that special relationship with your customer 
at the bar. Those skills directly translate to cultivating relationships on social 
media. The rules are basically the same: sincerity, consistency, creativity, and 

accountability—saying what you mean and living what you say.

We will guide you through the discovery of what unique service and presence you 
offer, and most importantly—to whom!

That is why we created this e-book—to share tips and trade secrets from the 
experts on how to maximize your experience and results.

Social media is the new frontier. The possibitities are endless.



The world of social media is still very young 
and changes constantly. In order to stay 
on top of your game, you must adapt and 
keep up with not only the trends, but also 
the technical changes for each platform. 
There's always a chance that some of the 
information contained in this booklet may 
have changed by the time you read it.

When it comes to social media everybody seems to have an opinion about 
what the major players are and what they're supposed to do for you.  
Many believe that social networks are weapons of massive exposure 
and guaranteed immediate sales. This is mostly not true. Marketers and 
sociologists will tell you that the true value of the social networks is to 
establish real long-term connections with people. Like in the real world, 
these relationships take time, interactions, and having a common ground—
in this case, the content you put out into cyberspace. Another important 
feature to keep in mind is that social media consists of platforms of 
perception, not reality.  Consider all the people who find ways to make 
themselves look more attractive—what someone chooses to share on social 
media will be judged on how it reads on the screen, not on reality. 

Businesses have always thrived or failed thanks to a very natural 
phenomenon called word-of-mouth.  People love to have their opinions 
heard, so we frequently tell our friends about the things we love or 
hate. This triggers a snowball effect.  Think of that movie you absolutely 
loved. You probably told a few of your friends about it, and they in turn 
told others, and next thing you know, the movie breaks box office records.  
The same thing happens when you go to a restaurant and you experience 
terrible service. You complain to your friends, and they tell their friends, 
and the place might even go out of business. Word-of-mouth in the 21st 
century is called social media. It works exactly the same way and it’s 
just as powerful–if not MORE SO.

As the digital age steamrolls over all forms of traditional media as we 
know it, people frequently put social media and mass media in the same 
basket. But their differences are what make this moment a game-changer. 
A newspaper, a TV program, or a magazine article is each, essentially, a 
monologue. The medium is talking to you, but you are not meant to talk 
back. Social media, however, is a two-way radio. And it's just ordinary Joes 
and Janes making entertainment for you. People will say exactly what 
they think, and that's a good thing. In other words, social media is a great 
place for you to speak, but you also must listen and engage. This is where 
you can earn trust and loyalty and find opportunities for true connection. 
This is how you create your solid base.

Disclosure

Truth vs fiction

Word-of-mouth

Digital media vs traditional media

Whether you love it or hate it, social 
media is here to stay. In the history of 
humankind there has never been a tool 
for human communication and connection 
as powerful or widespread as social media. 
It’s everywhere! It entertains us, keeps 
us up-to-date, and when we use social 
networks as tools for work, they can be 
awesome allies for our professional growth. 
In today's industry, mastering social media 
is key for marketplace success, and we 
want to help you rock it—your way!  We’re 
cracking the code and sharing with you the 
top secrets of marketing gurus, social media 
influencers, and others who have made their 
voices heard in cyberland.  As usual, we will 
pay special attention to the needs of people 
in the bar trade as we reveal these pearls 
of wisdom. 

INTRO



Publicity

CONTENT

VS

Publicity

One key to being successful in social media is 
understanding the difference between content 
and publicity. When we enjoy content on social 

platforms, it might feel like how we have done it 
with conventional media throughout our lives: reading 
magazines, newspapers, watching a TV program, or even 
listening to the radio, but underneath it’s not the same.  
Since the invention of the press, when people wanted 
content, it always came with a price.  Sometimes we 

pay with our pocketbooks and other times we pay with 
our attention, by consuming the advertising.  When we 
buy our favorite magazines, we don't do it to look at 

the ads. When we watch your favorite sitcom, we don't 
tune in to watch the commercials, right?  Advertising 
is a really annoying interruption of the stuff we are 

interested in, so people have developed a defense 
mechanism that rejects anything that feels remotely 

like advertising.  So, using social media as a professional 
tool can be tricky—sometimes the lines between 

content and publicity can get a little blurry. The most 
successful people are the ones who keep the lines crisp 

and clean.  We want to show you how to do that!

Content is 
what you want 

to see.

Advertising is 
what others 
want you
to see.



DRINKING AS A REMEDY TO INSOMNIA, COULD MAKE YOU FALL ASLEEP FASTER. 
HOWEVER, AS THE NIGHT PROGRESSES, THERE IS A REBOUND EFFECT AND 

YOUR SLEEP BECOMES LIGHTER AND MORE FRAGMENTED, KEEPING YOU FROM 
A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP. 

3no.

Be entertaining 

Make us laugh, get our attention, get our mind 
off our troubles. To be effectively entertaining, 
you must know who your audience is and what 

interests them. That video of girls gone wild at 
spring break might be entertaining to college-age 

guys, but to many others it can be offensive.

Experts say that to qualify as content, the 
material you're creating should have one or more 

of the following qualities:

The video of the disabled athlete overcoming 
adversity to become a champion. That loving quote by 
a great thinker. Your story of reaching an important 

goal. When you speak directly to the dreams and 
hopes of your audience, you will be seen as a source 

of inspiration to get through the day.

Bring us something beautiful to look at, share that 
weepy song, bring on the nostalgia, pull on our 

heartstrings.  When you touch the emotions of your 
audience, you will build a bridge that will help them 

feel close to you.

That fabulous cocktail recipe. The tutorial on how to 
distill your own gin. Those life-hack tips and tricks. 
Anything that provides information, reference, or 

education that your audience deems useful is another 
key quality that makes content addictive.

Be inspiring 

Be moving 

Be useful 

What makes
content genuine?



Your
Brand

Your
Brand

Who are you? What makes you special? Why the 
hell should we buy what you’re selling?  Many 

people might resist thinking of themselves 
as a company or a brand—we get that.  But 

one of the best exercises you can do for your 
professional self is to figure out what your 
brand is. The truth of the matter is that the 
branding process is nothing but a pathway to 
clarity on figuring out who you are, and what 
you have to offer to the marketplace that 

is uniquely you. We cannot stress enough how 
useful this is on many fronts, and one of them 
is your communication. When you know how to 
verbalize what your brand is, then a lot of 
questions get answered with ease: Who is my 
audience?  What is my message? What should I 

look like? Your brand becomes a promise.  You’re 
telling people “This is what you can expect 
from me,” and when you beam clarity, people 
get you, and they know where to place you in 
their lives. Never forget, there are tons of 

people (and brands) just like any one of us, and 
if we don’t find a way to stand out, to fill a 
niche, it’s likely we will be lost in the noise. 
It’s the people who know what they bring to 

the table and communicate it clearly who will 
be remembered. In marketing, they call this 

“positioning.” It means occupying that spot in the 
mind of your key customer where you will be 
the first option that they think of when they 
have a need for something you can resolve.

#TheFermentsGuy #TheGarnishGirl

#ForagingAdventurer#EgalitarianTender



Second, once you have the core of your product, 
it’s time to find the nuances that make you unique. 

Reflect on the following:

• Your talents or knowledge

• Your intellectual obsessions

• Your creativity & sensibility

• Your personality & style

• Your unique angle 

• Your life story

• Your passions

• Your political or social convictions

Don’t be afraid to compare yourself with your 
competition. Sometimes a well-established com-
petitor is a good reference to communicate who 
you are. Let’s say you want to be known as 
the Prohibition Era cocktail expert, but nobody 
knows who you are. You make great drinks, you 
have researched your stuff, you love dressing up 
in period clothing. The closest comparison could 
be that famous Tiki Joe who everyone knows. So, 
an easy way for people in your industry to un-
derstand your brand might be to say “I am just 
like Tiki Joe, but instead of tiki cocktails, I am 
all about 1930s Prohibition classics”.
First, figure out the core of who you are busi-
nesswise. Write down in a few words about the 
general aspects of your job, service, or product. 
For example, “I’m a bartender.”  Then, move on 
to the details.  Do you have a specialty?  Do you 
work in a specific niche?  “I am a bartender who 
specializes in massive festivals.”  Or “I am a pri-
vate bartender for a corporate group.”

It’s very hard to communicate effectively when you 
don’t know who you are talking to.  Big corporations 
will invest huge sums of money to figure out who their 
target market is, and continually test all their choices 
with focus groups. Since most of us can’t afford some-
thing like that, but we still want to rock our social 
media, we need to figure out who our audience is using 
some science, observation, and intuition.

If you are someone on the front line, with one-on-one 
customer contact, you have an advantage. Start taking 
mental notes. Who are those people? Where are they at 
in life? What are they wearing? What are they talking 
about? What drinks are they responding to and which 
are they not? Invite them to go into your social media 
and check theirs out as well.

AudienceYour



Pay attention not only to your competitor’s posts but 
look very closely at their audience. Chances are they 
are your target audience too. Who are they?  Are they 
average people? Are they people in your industry? 
Do they include influential famous people? Start by 
looking at likes and comments and visit those people’s 
profiles. You will find very clear indications of the 
subject matters that interest them, and the language 
they use.  

Sometimes it’s also a good strategy to choose an 
audience you don’t have yet, the one you want to have. 
Choose the language, images, and subjects, that speak 
to that audience and focus on that until you have 
drawn them in. Let’s say that you are a bartender who 
would like to be an ambassador for a brand of tequila.  
Perhaps you might want to turn your conversation 
on social media to the tequila culture, share news 
articles, photos, and videos that those people who you 
want to attract will be interested in. This shows you 
are a good source of information and entertainment and 
deserve to be looked at.  Build yourself a door.

Spy a little

Project into the future Once you have sorted out what your brand is, and you 
have an idea of who your audience is, then you have to 
establish your editorial line. This is a fancy magazine 
term that simply means “These are my style guidelines. 
These are the rules of my game. These are the do’s and 
don’ts of my social media.” The easiest way to under-
stand an editorial line for yourself, is to think of your 
social platform as a TV channel. When you tune into a 
channel you like, you know what kind of programming 
to expect, whether if it’s extreme sports or ballet, 
whether if it’s young and loud, or sophisticated and 
low-key. Think of HBO. We know them for producing high-
end, quality programming. Everything is beautiful, and 
perfect. And now think of The Fishing Channel: all fish-
ing, all day. No need for fancy cameras, or attractive 
people. They’re both TV channels, but their rules and 
requirements are totally different. You need to decide 
for yourself what kind of channel you’re going to be:     

Editorial Line



Choose the right platform for you. When you understand the 
differences between the various social channels, start with the 
ones where you think you will thrive. Are you a visual person? 

Probably Instagram is for you. YouTube is great for storytellers. 
Twitter might be the one for you if you are always on the go 

and you can think fast on your feet. Facebook could be great if 
you speak to a wide community across a city or a country. This 

suggestion does not mean you should stay on one social network 
forever. Start with one, thrive, and then expand onto others.

Choose your language and tone: Find a right balance between 
communicating the way you normally do, and a language that 
is aligned with your audience. Will you be talking in nerdy 

lingo that only your peers will understand, or do you want to 
appeal to a broader audience? How about profanity? In real 

conversation, we might enjoy dropping F-bombs just for fun, but 
in the social media world it is up to you to figure out what your 

audience might be offended by or not.

What language am 
I going to use?

Which subjects will I 
talk about and which 

will I avoid?

What visual style 
am I going to use?

What’s the 
personality I want 

to project?

I chose to not use my name but rather to create 
a character for social media.  He’s called The 
Gastronaut and I picked that name because it 

combines food with a sense of adventure. I also 
established my editorial line very early on, and 

it looks like this:

My example.

These are rules I apply for both what I create, and for the things 
that other people create that I select to share / retweet / repost. 

Choose your rules with love, care, and vision. And once you do, commit, 
because you are sculpting the promise of what people should expect 
from you on social media.  And consistency is the only way to earn a 

repeat visitor.

I will narrate 
anecdotes 

connected to
food & drink.

I will focus 
on positive 
experiences

only.

I will only share 
experiences that 

everyone can partake in, 
nothing out of reach.

I won’t
use

profanity.

I will write texts that 
convey wittiness, good 
taste, expertise, and a 

sense of humor.

 I will only upload images that look 
professional & aesthetically appealing.



Proofread 
your 
hashtags. 
One typo, and 
the hashtaG 
won't work

DON'T POST THE 
SAME hashtags. 
ALL THE TIME AND 
AVOID CUT/PASTE

Prrioritize
specific niche 

hashtags
over more general, 
massive ones

hashtag YOUR CITY OR NEIGHBORHOOD
TO ATTRACT LOCAL WOULD-BE COSTUMERS

CREATE YOUR 
OWN UNIQUE 
hashtag, AND 
INVITE PEOPLE 
TO USE IT

DON'T CLUTTER 
YOUR TEXT WITH 

hashtag, BLEND 
THEM INTO THE TEXT 

OR USE THEM 
SEPARATELYDON'T USE 

CONFUSING OR 
MISLEADING 
hashtagS DON'T USE 

hashtagS ON 
OTHER PEOPLE'S 

POSTS. THEY 
WON'T WORK

DON'T USE 
UNNECESARY 
hashtagS

INCLUDE 
TRENDING 
TOPICS IN 

YOUR HASHTAGS

On Instagram, 
follow 

hashtags 
the same way 
you follow 

people

Research 
the most 
useful 
hashtaGs



1. What am I selling? You may not necessarily be 
selling an item or service, but rather an idea that you 
want people to buy into. Is the message you're putting 
out clear? Is your voice helping you to come across the 
way you want to be perceived?

2. Who am I selling to? Make sure that the 
language you are using resonates with the person you're 
trying to reach. If you are speaking in a way that may 
not appeal to your target audience you might want to 
fine-tune before you hit that send button.

3. Is it relevant? Is what you're saying new or 
interesting enough for your audience? Are you sure it 
hasn't been said before, or perhaps even better than 
how you are saying it this time around?  There's no 
easier way to be dismissed as a communicator than 
being seen hashing a topic that's already been tagged to 
death. Keep it fresh.

6. Is it entertaining? Again, keep it fresh. If you 
think you are going to make people laugh with a meme, 
make sure you're doing it at the right time when people 
are still entertained by it and not when it’s become 
yesterday's news. Is your joke likely to make everyone 
laugh or is this an inside joke that only you and another 
person are going to get? Remember, when people feel 
entertained by you, you'll get on their good side, so be 
strict about the quality of the material you put out.

4. Is it ingenious enough? Sometimes we get the 
urge to publish out of habit. But it's always a good idea 
to demand more of yourself creatively and make sure 
that what you're putting out is actually interesting. 
Try to view your content through someone else's eyes 
before publishing it. Are you sure it's not boring or dull? 
If after putting yourself through the test, you strongly 
believe your post has something to say, then go for it.

5. Is it useful? Ask yourself if what you are posting 
is actually useful or not. Your readers’ time is more 
valuable than gold, so make sure that your content 
reflects that you honor their attention.

When Creating Content,
 Ask Yourself:



10 Habits for
SuccesS in

Social 
Media

Twitter requires more frequency than Instagram or 
Facebook.

Make sure the quality of the content you post is 
always on the same level and don't let your guard 

down.

If you use the statistics tool in Instagram you will be 
able to see when most of your audience is connected 

and those will be the most productive hours for you to 
publish content with success.

Post regularly.

Be disciplined and consistent. 

Determine the best times 
to post. 

1.

3.

2.

To really kill it on social media you need to 
make a habit out of doing things right. Here 
are 10 suggestions of things you can do on a 
regular basis for social media success.



Sometimes we get so busy 
that we might not see 

when somebody replies to 
a post or to a comment 
itself. Make it a habit 
to double check that 

every question has been 
answered and that you 
are contributing to the 

conversation.

Marketing experts recommend that the content we post 
on social media should be %70 entertaining or useful, 

while no more than %20 should be dedicated to promoting 
something oriented toward selling. Remember we want to 

avoid content that reads like advertising.

While the universe of 
social media is huge, at 

the same time we create 
very small circles. Reach 
out to people who are 
similar in audience and 
subject matter to you 

and help each other out.

Don’t lose 
track of 
comments 
and replies.

Avoid promoting yourself too 
much.

Make 
alliances 
with people 
similar to you.

8.

10.

9.

If you use Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter, 

don't simply replicate the 
post on every platform 

because each is different. 
With a few simple tweaks 
you can create a post that 
is unique to each platform.

The people & companies that have something in common with 
you and have been successful are worth learning from.

Create specific 
posts for each 
platform. 

Pay attention to your competition.

4.

6.

Since one of the key goals 
of your activity on social 
media is to earn visibility, 
pay attention to trending 

topics and use hashtags and 
join conversations that are 
timely. Today’s trending topic 

might be tomorrow's old 
news.

Once again, one of the key features of social media versus 
traditional media is that we now have a two-way conversation 
system. If your followers are not engaging on their own, make 
sure that your language is inviting, ask them questions, and 

encourage them to participate.

Pay attention 
to trending 
topics. 

Don't lose sight of your followers and look 
for ways to bring them into the conversation.  

5.

7.



The video of the disabled athlete overcoming adversity to become 
a champion. That loving quote by a great thinker. Your story 

of reaching an important goal. When you speak directly to the 
dreams and hopes of your audience, you will be seen as a source of 

inspiration to get through the day.

If you want to achieve more professional results with artificial 
lighting, you will need professional equipment. Nowadays, there are 

affordable, professional LED systems available online. For something 
simpler, there are plenty of battery-operated devices that are 

practical and efficient. A popular one is called “the selfie ring” which 
is a diffused lighting ring that clips onto your phone; when handheld it 

works wonderfully in a dark environment. There are even some pen-
shaped flashlights available, which I’ve seen restaurants give to their 
waiters to help customers when they are taking a photo.  After all, 
if a customer chooses to upload a picture of your product, it’s in your 

best interest for that snapshot to be as favorable as possible. 

In the world of art, there are many principles of composition, and one 
of them is called the rule of thirds. This concept asserts that we are 
moved artistically by dividing a composition into 3 rows and 3 columns, 
and that we make structured choices of how much space we occupy and 
how much we leave empty. It also claims that we are organically more 
stimulated by placing items of interest at the places where the lines 
of the columns intersect near the center, but not the center itself.

Pay attention to the lines 

Equipment

The rule of thirds The truth of the matter is that capturing a great 
food or drink photo draws on the same principles 

as photography in general. I strongly encourage you 
to learn the basics of photography (maybe spend 
some time looking at YouTube videos) to get the 

essentials under your belt.

Quick 
Photography Tips

You can't have a photograph without lighting, right? Your priority for 
capturing a great snapshot is always lighting. There is absolutely no 
better light than natural sunlight when given the choice. Bar and 
restaurant life happens at night, so figuring out how to manipulate 
lighting for photos in a darkened environment takes some practice. 

Lighting is everything



@theCocktail.Blog Morten Krag describes himself as a home bartender, 
but his pictures look like there’s a seasoned professional behind the bar.  His 
feed is straightforward: one beautiful cocktail per picture, and its recipe.

@drinkingwithchickens A formula that sometimes strikes gold on social 
media, is to mix two things that have absolutely nothing to do with each 
other and create something that somehow makes sense.  That’s exactly what 
Kate Richards did by mixing her love of booze, cocktails and chickens. The 
result is a hilarious and creative take on the cocktail blog.

@bob_peters  The chronicles of a successful, working bartender.  Bob 
Peters does a great job at creating an instagram feed using many different 
visual styles, and takes you behind his bar, on his travels,  and showcasing 
gorgeous cocktails.

@deadrabbitnyc  The Dead Rabbit is one of the most respected bars in 
the industry, and they feature some of the most clever and assertive social 
media.  Their drinks and food are the star, but because their brand has a 
built-in character, story, and even a comic book, they have created their own 
lore from which they draw to tell us stories on their instagram posts.

https://www.instagram.com/thecocktail.blog/

https://www.instagram.com/drinkingwithchickens/

https://www.instagram.com/bob_peters/

https://www.instagram.com/deadrabbitnyc/

Here are a few inspiring Instagram accounts 
that are totally rocking social media.

Tools to create your
Social   Media Who’s doing it right

Production

APPS

Camera- Choose if you will use your cell phone or a professional 
camera.

Lighting- You need appropriate lighting. There are many inexpensive 
and portable consumer lights, such as the Selfie Ring which can help 
you. For finer results, invest on a professional lighting kit. Many 
available on amazon.

Sound- If you plan to produce a lot of video, you may want to invest 
on a microphone. It makes a world of difference in the final result.

Production-  There are countless of apps that serve as a 
specialized camera, with strategic filters from the get-go.  Foodie is 
a good one.

Photo Editing– Snapseed by Google is a powerhouse for fine-tuning 
your pictures and super easy to use.  Photoshop Express, and VSCO can 
also help you achieve professional results.

For instagram Stories– There are ways to turn your Instagram 
stories into 15 seconds of fabulous.  Unfold helps you create 
mixtures of photo and video collages that are very artistic. Mojo is 
a phenomenal app that helps you create great quick productions with 
professional looking animations and transitions.  Storybeat is an app 
that allows you to put music to your short videos.



NOTES

@TAHO
NASO

CIETY

#TAHO
NASO

CIETY




